Policy for UH Sponsored Account

The purpose of a Sponsored Account is to provide non-UH-affiliated persons, and UH departments and organizations with required access to UH resources for the purpose of supporting instructional, research or administrative activities on the University of Houston computing facilities.

This type of account requires standard account information, however, in addition to this information the account needs a backer (“Sponsor”) that is either staff or faculty of the University. The type of account requested determines the sponsor needed.

- The sponsor must ensure that the user of the account adheres to the responsibilities in MAPP 10.03.01 “User Guidelines and Responsibilities; Security” (7/96).

- The sponsor and the user are subject to the listed action(s) in the previously mentioned MAPP for any account violations.

- Sponsored accounts are active for up to one (1) calendar year and at the end of that year may be renewed.